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For me drupa 2016 was the most amazing display of innovative technology 
ever. Vendors from all over the world demonstrated new, ingenious ways to 
create print. But what impressed me most was the dramatic shift from ana-
logue to digital processes. From wide to narrow web, offset to flexography, 
and single to double-sided printing, the technology is going digital. This 
should not have surprised me. For years and years EFI’s mission has been 
to lead the transition from analogue to digital printing. Yet, for a good num-
ber of those years it seemed as if EFI was alone in this quest. Not anymore. 
What our CEO predicted before it was popular is happening now.

Some years ago, EFI also started talking about the Imaging of Things—the 
shift from printing on flat to multi-dimensional surfaces. At this year’s 
drupa, I saw so many examples of printing on things—packaging, moulded 
objects, furniture, shoes, clothing and more. 

Inkjet is the ideal technology for the Imaging of Things, for one very 
important reason. Inkjet print heads can be mounted just about anywhere 
and can print on any thing. Inkjet seems to thrive when printing speciality 
or industrial applications. In cooperation with a customer in Germany, locr 
maps, EFI printed a 5 x 7.5 metre world map—that is over 2.3 billion pixels—
on the show floor. Customers like locr maps display their accomplishments 
on the Imaging of Things Exchange website—a worldwide gallery of unique 
projects. UK journalist James Matthews-Paul asked EFI’s vice president of 
marketing for Inkjet Solutions, Ken Hanulec why EFI believes so strongly in 
the Exchange when projects like this one have been tried in the past.  

One reason, explained Hanulec, is that EFI is putting its full support behind 
the Imaging of Things Exchange, making it easy to use and free to anyone 
who needs to learn new techniques and new applications. Another, and per-
haps the most important reason, is that EFI customers are a community of 
world-class entrepreneurs who produce creative projects that are outside  
the norm and who are happy to share 
their expertise.

In my opinion there is another reason 
why it will be a great success. The Imag-
ing of Things is not an idea or a market-
ing slogan. It is a phenomenon that is 
happening all around us. Items that used 
to be woven, silk screened or flexo-
graphed are now printed digitally. And it 
is being done with inkjet technology. 

Contact me at adriana.puccio@efi.com.
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EDITORIAL 
FEATUREGreasing the engine

Making every part of your organisation run smoothly

At drupa, EFI lived up to its promise to support the Imaging of Things—the direction in which 
the industry is headed. As traditional applications decrease, printing on “things” is increas-
ing rapidly—be it packaging, furniture, home décor, sports apparel and more.

As shown at drupa, EFI has added a variety of new products to its already wide portfolio of 
imaging-on-things technology. Technology such as the EFI Nozomi C18000, which prints 
expertly on corrugated material, or the EFI AquaEndure water-based technology and ink that 
will allow food-contact package printing, is designed to give customers acces to new, more 
lucrative markets. EFI technology is not only following market trends, but it is also equipping 
customers to thrive in the most profitable industries.

But having the right printers and inks isn’t enough. In more mundane terms, you also need 
to grease the engine—get everything moving smoothly from order entry to product delivery. 
That’s why at drupa EFI also showcased the newest additions to its Productivity Suite—the 
EFI Corrugated Packaging Suite and the EFI Publication Suite.

Streamline your operation
To make your operation run at peak performance, it needs more than workflow software, 
it needs customised technology developed to work for the specific industries you serve. 
That is especially important if yours is a multi-industry environment. Productivity software 
shortens the production cycle, generates efficiencies, reduces labour, eliminates waste and 
ensures accurate estimating. 

It does these things by understanding every aspect of every project—from the moment you 
connect with clients to the minute they receive delivery. It remembers what was required for 
the completion of every job so it becomes virtually impossible to misquote future jobs.  
It eliminates touchpoints. Fewer hands not only means faster throughput, it also means 
fewer errors. The software decides which is the best engine on which to print each job. It 
knows how to conserve material, consume less ink and make sure the colour matches on 
every output device. 

At drupa, EFI also introduced the new EFI Fiery® XB digital front end, a scalable, high-volume 
blade server technology for the new generation of ultra-high-speed inkjet presses. Integra-
tion and bi-directional communication between Fiery XB DFEs and EFI Productivity Suite 
products provide the next level of productivity and optimisation for your operation. EFI also 
introduced Fiery Navigator™, a cloud-based digital print management platform for Fiery 
Driven™ digital production presses.  Tracking your operational performance and ensuring 
compliance to targets with Fiery Navigator allows you to get every drop of performance out 
of the technology.

Fatten the bottom line
Having a healthier, more profitable operation is the direct result of two things. You need the 
ability to seek out the higher-margin applications. That means having the right technology— 
moneysaving technology. You also need the ability to respond to the competition. That 
means faster turnaround, sharper pricing and better quality. In other words, in addition to 
the latest imaging-of-things printer, you’ll need an integrated network that feeds every part 
of your money-making engine. 
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At drupa EFI demonstrated technology that is 
singularly growth-focused for print providers 
with accelerated, streamlined production work-
flows and valuable Imaging of Things opportuni-
ties—all centred on delivering greater customi-
sation and appeal in everything from signage 
and packaging to décor, apparel and industrial 
manufacturing.

Products on display included:

The EFI Nozomi C18000 is a breakthrough 
1.8m-wide, single-pass, ultra-high-speed LED 

inkjet corrugated packaging press using tech-
nology that can forever change on-demand 
printing in corrugated, paper packaging and 
display printing and other markets.

The new sheetfed direct-to-corrugated board 
press is EFI’s biggest inkjet product develop-
ment to date and brings the company’s indus-
try-leading production-speed, LED imaging to 
an important packaging market application. 
With this breakthrough offering, companies can 
execute the targeted strategies they need to 
address one of the biggest market opportunities 

in print’s ongoing analogue-to-digital transfor-
mation. When commercially available in 2017, 
the EFI Nozomi C18000 press also will offer a 
lower acquisition cost compared to digital inkjet 
corrugated presses currently on the market, 
while setting a new value benchmark with its 
strong overall combination of print speed, imag-
ing quality and total cost of operation benefits.

The 1.8m wide press can reach speeds up to 
75 linear meters (246 linear feet) per minute, 
producing up to 9,000 80cmx60cm boards 
per hour using a double-lane printing feature. 

EFI introduces 
breakthrough technology 
Presents new Imaging of Things opportunities for print providers  
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It prints up to seven colours, including white, at a 360x720 dots per inch 
resolution, and can handle materials up to 1.8x3 meters – and thicknesses 
up to triple-wall board – at full rated speeds. Its LED imaging capabili-
ties provide brilliant, accurate colour imaging on just about any board 
substrate, including traditional Kemi, model, bleach and kraft materials. 
Packaging produced with the press is fully industry certified for repulpabil-
ity and recyclability. 

EFI AquaEndure is a revolutionary, highly versatile and eco-friendly 
aqueous inkjet technology that will be used across many EFI platforms. Aq-
uaEndure technology is a water-based inkjet platform engineered with the 
versatility to help customers expand their application offering and lower 
costs. The new technology platform brings water-based inks to the next 
level by offering more versatility. AquaEndure inks cure using much less 
heat, enabling a wider range of media, all while having strong colour fideli-
ty and a very eco-friendly profile. AquaEndure inks also have no odour, and 
the technology is designed to help customers achieve profitable growth 
in a range of market applications, starting with wall coverings, wraps and 
flexible signage in printers launching in 2017, with expanded media types 
and capabilities suitable for food-contact packaging following after that.

The new EFI Fiery® XB digital front end (DFE) platform is a scalable, 
high-volume blade server. The new platform will power the next genera-
tion of high-speed inkjet presses from Canon®, EFI, Landa and Xerox®. It 
can drive these presses to unparalleled speeds running the equivalent of 
roughly 173 cut-sheet toner engines printing simultaneously at 100 pages 
per minute.

The ultra-powerful, scalable DFE platform uses efficient Fiery software for 
blazing RIP performance and maximum use of hardware resources, driving 
everything from “RIP once, print many” books to versioned B1 packaging 
output at engine-rated speeds. 

The new, cloud-based Fiery Navigator™ gives print providers more insight 
into their production data to optimise resource allocation, ensure com-
pliance with operating procedures, and make smart equipment decisions. 
It is the first release in a new cloud platform for EFI technologies, and it 
improves users’ capabilities by capturing key operational data points and 
displaying production analytics for Fiery Driven printers in a comprehen-
sive, customisable dashboard. As a result, users can identify opportunities 
to improve productivity, find potential cost reductions, and ensure the 
highest output quality in their digital print operations.

Fiery workflow products are the industry’s leading digital print production 
technology, and customers across the globe use Fiery DFEs to get maximum 
productivity and efficiency from their digital presses. Fiery products were 
also featured in EFI partner stands throughout drupa, including the Canon, 
Epson®, Landa, Konica Minolta®, OKI®, RICOH®, RISO and Xerox exhibits.

EFI showed additional technologies from the company’s inkjet portfolio 
of VUTEk® superwide format printers, Reggiani textile printers, and EFI 
Wide Format entry- and mid-level production printers, including recent-
ly released roll-to-roll, hybrid and speciality printers that fuel customer 
success for signage and graphics, soft signage, thermoforming appli-
cations and more. EFI also showcased additional inkjet capabilities with 
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leading digital label, décor, apparel and ceramic 
decoration printing technologies from EFI.

EFI Productivity Suites are designed, built and 
validated for customer workflows, featuring a 
core EFI MIS/ERP system combined with mul-
tiple integrated components for new revenue 
generation and increased efficiencies. These EFI 
certified workflows include the only scalable, 
completely integrated offering in the industry 
for automated business intelligence, inventory 
management, estimating, planning, scheduling, 
shop-floor data analytics, fulfilment and more. 
Integration with EFI Fiery DFEs and third-party 
prepress connectivity drive even more value in 
comprehensive, streamlined print management.

The new EFI Corrugated Packaging Suite is a 
fully featured solution that has the EFI MIS/ERP 
and manufacturing execution system software 
at its core, with a full set of components from 
the EFI CTI software portfolio to deliver end-to-
end corrugated board manufacturing solutions 
for box plants, sheet feeders, and sheet plant 
printing workflows. 

The new Publication Print Suite is an end-to-
end suite specifically developed for publication 
printers producing books, newspapers, maga-
zines, periodicals, catalogues, and high-volume 
direct mail with options for core ERP capabili-
ties using EFI’s Monarch or Technique ERP  
software platforms.

The latest EFI Packaging Suite release has 
been expanded to include 22 certified workflows, 

providing unprecedented levels of business and 
production automation geared toward real-world 
label and package converting environments. 
Each certified workflow combines the core EFI 
Radius® ERP solution with modular, integrated 
components from EFI’s industry-leading portfo-
lio, as well as with key third-party technologies, 
such as Esko’s Automation Engine.

EFI and Esko announced their intent to bring 
a combined workflow solution to market that 
will enable companies to produce packaging 
with a single seamless and integrated workflow. 
This collaboration will connect EFI Fiery® digital 
front ends (DFEs), Esko workflows, and EFI ERP/
MIS solutions to provide a unified production 
eco-system. In addition, packaging companies 
using the Esko workflow will be able to prepare 
jobs once for output and use EFI’s optimisation 
tools to route them to their Fiery Driven™  
digital production devices with a single  
seamless experience.

The new version of the Enterprise Commercial 
Print Suite, built around EFI’s award-winning 
Monarch ERP software, includes improvements 
in inventory and purchasing, support for EFI 
Digital StoreFront® web-to-print services, 
stronger CRM tools including the ability to 
add attachments to RFQ forms and expanded 
reporting capabilities.

The EFI Midmarket Print Suite is centred 
around EFI Pace™ MIS/ERP software and offers 
new tools for easier access to quotes, improved 
estimating, and an improved characteristics 

filtering tool to drive efficiency in job estimating 
and production. In addition to handling general 
commercial printing operations, the Midmarket 
Print Suite also addresses product-specific 
applications unique to the superwide-format 
print space.

EFI also presented regionally specific MIS/ERP 
platforms used by print providers for success-
ful, efficient day-to-day production operations, 
including EFI Lector, GamSys and Metrics 
ERP software. Additionally, EFI demonstrated 
its latest web-to-print/eCommerce offerings, 
including EFI Digital StoreFront with new, 
integrated EFI DirectSmile™ Cross Media 
marketing campaign capabilities and unique ap-
plications for soft signage offering a new level 
of turnkey flexibility for increasingly popular 
fabric graphics applications, including outdoor, 
tradeshow and point-of-purchase displays.
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Let’s just suppose for a minute, you purchased 
the EFI Nozomi C18000 corrugated printing 
system. Or maybe you added an EFI Reggiani 
printer to your technology portfolio so that now 
you can print on just about any type of textile. 
Or you decided to enter the packaging arena 
with a new EFI Jetrion label press.

Perhaps you made the purchase because you 
already have new business lined up. Or maybe 
you are thinking about the purchase because 
you realise it is time to expand your reach and 
enter a new, more lucrative industry. Either way, 
you need a plan for growth.

Marketing is far more than advertising and 
promotion. It involves creating a business 
strategy that involves your entire organisation. 
Because all the advertising in the world will do 
you no good if your organisation is not prepared 
to handle the new business. All your employees 
need to be part of the process.

Developing a marketing plan may seem like 
a daunting task. But it does not have to be. 
Basically you need to answer three questions. 
Where? When? How? Here are some tips that 
will help you to get started.

WHERE?
Will you sell locally in your current market or 
expand into new areas and new geographies? 
The answer to this question depends on the 
market you are thinking of entering. In your 
region, corrugated box manufacturing may 
be concentrated in a particular area. Many 
box makers do some but not the bulk of their 
printing in house. If you are thinking about 
offering your printing services to them, it might 
be wise to consider opening a dedicated plant 
closer to minimise logistical headaches and save 
on shipping costs. 
Reaching beyond country borders can also be 
fruitful. Latvia-based PM-TM which offers inte-

rior décor products in addition to signage, has 
extended their reach outside the Baltics to serve 
high-profile clients in all four Nordic countries. 

WHEN? 
Should you purchase and install new technol-
ogy first, so that your production staff will be 
ready to respond? Unless you can begin to earn 
revenue from the technology, you should wait. 
For example, UK’s Cestrian (page 18) purchased 
a Reggiani printer to handle the growth of 
their soft-signage business. But now, with this 
versatile textile printer at the ready, they are 
prepared to expand into new markets.

HOW?
Start from the inside out. Assess your organisa-
tion and determine what you will need to enter 
a new market. Begin to build your expertise and 
motivate your staff.

EDUCATE YOUR EMPLOYEES
Everyone needs to be involved—from the front 
office to the shipping clerk. Communicate 
your plans. Have separate meetings with each 
department to explain how your plan will affect 
them and how both they and the organisation 
will benefit from this venture. 

Think about what you need to develop your 
sales team. Maybe you can train existing sales-
people, or you might have to hire new ones. 

LEARN ABOUT THE INDUSTRY
Attend a trade show. Wander around. Get to 
know the people—not just vendors but other at-
tendees. Go to educational sessions. Talk to the 
presenters afterwards. You may find a mentor 
among them. Even better, that person may be 
able to open a door for you.

Look for other industry networking events. Ask 
as many questions as come to mind. Learn the 
trends that are driving the industry. 

Talk to your equipment vendors. They train you 
on their products but chances are they are very 
well versed in the industry. That’s how they got 
so good at making the technology that meets 
industry requirements.
A good example of this comes from EFI Reg-
giani’s Michele Riva. He explains that a shift 
is occurring from manufacturing clothing 
overseas to local production. He gives the 
successful international clothing retailer, Zara 
as an example. If you do business with Zara, he 
says, you must deliver finished product in three 
weeks from the time the retailer chooses a sam-
ple for its line. This kind of fast turnaround can 
only happen with digital printing, and it can only 
happen when produced locally.

Check out EFI’s Imaging of Things Exchange 
(www.imagingofthings.com). It’s an online 
directory and showcase where EFI printers can 
upload images of “things” on which they have 
printed. Find a company who is already produc-
ing for the industry you are targeting and get 
their advice.

FIND A PARTNER
The easiest way to start up in a new industry is 
by joining forces with a company who already 
serves the industry. The partner can be a mate-
rials supplier, a manufacturer or another printer 
who may not have your capabilities. Talk to a 
fashion designer, interior decorator, architect, 
box manufacturer, packaging company, etc.  
Supplementing another company’s capabilities 
allows both of you to grow.

WRITE THE PLAN
Now that you are fully versed in the needs and 
expectations of the industry you are looking to 
reach, commit a plan to paper. Create a timeline 
that includes: internal communication; industry 
education; strategy; technology research, pur-
chase and implementation; and training. Now 
you can think about advertising and promotion.

Beyond Technology
Developing a marketing plan  
to reach lucrative new markets
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Have you ever heard of ISO 20690? Currently under development, 
ISO 20690 specifies how to measure in watts and kilowatts the 
electricity small and large format digital presses use. Why do we 
need this? 

As explained in Laurel Brunner’s new white paper, “Keeping an 
Eye on Energy Consumption” authored by industry consultant and 
journalist, Laurel Brunner, electricity management is not part of 
the printing industry’s collective mindset. However, unit electricity 
costs make a substantial contribution to the prices of raw materials 
and the cost of print media production. Whether the production 
unit is defined as 1000 A4s or 15 square metres of substrate,  
printers can use ISO 20690 as a guide for their technology  
investment planning.

ISO 20690 can be used to benchmark energy performance for dif-
ferent machines over time. A manufacturer who prioritises energy 
efficiency will be able to demonstrate this commitment using  
ISO 20690 test results as the reference. 

The digital printing industry is embracing lean and green pro-
duction. Lean operations make for less wasteful, more profitable 
businesses because they are based on concepts of resource man-
agement efficiency, process control and reducing any type of waste 
throughout the supply chain. Lower electricity usage can increase 
margins without compromising production values. Energy efficien-
cy can add value to the printing machine, lowering a printing com-
pany’s overall cost of ownership. Recognising this, manufacturers 
are introducing new digital printing devices with reduced electricity 
requirements and improved performance.

Performance is about more than the printing heads or media 
handling, since many factors contribute to the energy footprint of 

a printing system. The machine’s size and output format, imaging 
technology, requirements for primers and coatings, ink types, the 
number of colours, overall system configuration and drying or  
curing technology, can all affect electricity requirements and  
usage. This is another reason why ISO 20690 is so important.

The white paper also addresses how newer technologies are  
responding to the call for greater energy efficiency. Curing UV  
inks with LED technology is one example.

The LED example shows us that low energy technologies play a  
major role in improving the environmental impact of print. They 
help reduce costs because using low energy components helps to 
bring down a printing system’s electricity needs. 

To learn more download the complete white paper  
resources.efi.com/inkjet/energyefficiency

CONTROLLING 
ENERGY COSTS
White paper offers guidelines for  
lowering power consumption 
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LET US BE THE FUEL

THE CLOSER YOU LOOK AT POP, 

THE BETTER THIS LOOKS FOR YOU.

See the quality. See the versatility. See the opportunities.

The EFI™ VUTEk® LX3 Pro delivers superior quality display graphics on 

countless new and unique substrates. And it does so at a super-low TCO. 

For maximum performance, drive it with a Fiery® print server. When it comes 

to POP, this printer wins on all points. Visit efi.com/LX3

EFI VUTEk LX3 Pro
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Based in Langenhagen, Germany the Entertainment Distribution  
Company GmbH (EDC), is the largest integrated CD manufacturing 
and distribution centre in Europe producing up to a million CDs,  
DVDs and Blu-ray discs a day. The company inserts the printed  
discs into plastic cases along with inlay cards or booklets.

FROM OFFSET TO DIGITAL
Having the cards and booklets printed by offset became a costly en-

deavour. The minimum run for offset is 300 items, even if EDC  
only needs 50. “The printing cost per CD for inlay cards and booklets 
is much too high as a result. And with the many short runs we have,  
it adds up to a considerable sum,” explains Michael Beer, head of 
technical support in CD Production. 

In search of a solution, Beer discovered that while digital prints were 
cheaper, the company wouldn’t save much money because of the cost 

Largest CD manufacturer  
in Europe goes digital
Konica Minolta-EFI solution saves money  
and improves productivity—dramatically

The booklets are 
printed 3-up on 
both sides.
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INTEGRATED PREFLIGHT
One component of Fiery JobFlow is Enfocus PitStop, the most 
sophisticated preflight workflow in the printing industry. EDC 
wanted JobFlow so they could integrate PitStop preflight and 
action lists with Fiery features such as document imposition and 
FreeForm VDP templates. They also saw the advantage of having 
a completely automated workflow.

The only remaining challenge was EDC’s lack of experience in 
generating workflows. EFI was able to help EDC develop JobFlow 
automated processes adapted to their specific needs — right down 
to the last detail. 

REAPING THE BENEFITS
“We moved short-run jobs into a new manufacturing-on-demand 
department. This allows us to simultaneously duplicate CDs, print 

the labels, and digitally print the inlay cards and booklets using 
Fiery JobFlow.
Beer is also very reassured knowing he can rely on support from 
EFI and Konica Minolta. This high-quality support is also reflected 
by the two employees working in the department who have no 
difficulty managing the entire production process on their own. 
“We’re preparing to expand production with additional duplicators 
to better exploit the investments we’ve made to date,” says Beer, 
adding that his company could probably use Fiery JobFlow to 
good effect in mass production as well. 

of shipping to Langenhagen and the difficulties of integrating 
the print products into high-volume CD production. He real-
ised that to be cost effective he needed to move everything 
under one roof.

NO EXPERIENCE REQUIRED
After a great deal of shopping around, Konica Minolta 
proposed a viable, low-cost solution. The solution, however, 
posed two problems. First, no one at EDC had any printing 
experience. Second, the incoming PDF files would have to  
go through several time-consuming and error-prone  
preparation steps. 

Thanks to a partnership between EFI and Konica Minolta, 
Konica Minolta was able to guarantee offset-like image qual-
ity that even employees with minimal training could achieve 
– by combining EFI’s IC-308 Fiery server with its own bizhub 
PRESS C1070P. 

AUTOMATED WORKFLOW FOR  
HASSLE-FREE INLAY PRINT.
For the problem of data input, Konica Minolta had recently in-
troduced the latest version of EFI Fiery JobFlow, a workflow 
solution that provides powerful automation functionality 
for job preparation steps. With Fiery JobFlow you can build 
workflows that automatically preflight incoming PDF files, 
improve the image quality using the Fiery image enhance-
ment feature, and impose the document in the desired layout 
using Fiery Impose templates. Using Fiery FreeForm™, a 
built-in variable data tool, EAN codes can be added to control 
the automated binding system. All these manual steps can be 
streamlined in a single workflow for flyers or any other print 
product. All the operator has to do is drag the file to be print-
ed into the designated Fiery JobFlow workflow folder, and 
all the remaining steps are completed automatically. If any 
errors are detected, they are displayed and can be corrected, 
either automatically or by the operator. 

““Thanks to Fiery JobFlow, we avoid input errors, 
save time, and can concentrate on monitoring the 
CD duplicator and digital printing. ”

Michael Beer, Head of technical support

Michael Beer, head of technical 
support in CD Production.

CD stack with 
printed labels.
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The inks of today might offer very advanced properties in terms of 
durability and finish when compared with the products of yesteryear, 
but protection of finished graphics is still important. In the early days 
of wide-format digital print, it wasn’t unusual for every job to require 
an over-laminate or varnish in order to promote its life expectancy. 
But, while many of these options continue to provide the additional 
protection required, many contain compromises which can affect the 
performance of the finished application in terms of durability and 
finished appearance.
 
Although longevity is not the be all and end all of a printed job, print 
service providers and display producers are forever being 
asked about durability and weather resistance. This applies 
whether it is for a relatively short-term application or 
for a long-life job that is expected to serve its purpose 
for several years. The characteristics of the ink 
chemistries employed that suit both the printer and 
the final media can only meet expectations that are 
designed to be fit-for-purpose. As such, many require-
ments go beyond what can reasonably be expected, 
even from the highest quality ink applied to the  
best substrate available.

There is an argument that UV-curable ink 
should be able to handle the demands of all 
the environments in which it is likely to be 
used. But print service providers, along with 
their machine manufacturers, can never be 
miracle workers and there will always be jobs 
that break the boundaries of normal installa-
tion conditions. Final prints can be subjected 
to harsh elements at both ends of the scale, 

either very cold or excessively hot, and in between these two extremes 
are everyday climates that can include rain, sun, wind and temperature 
variants. Added to this, exposure to UV rays is known to exacerbate 
fading, plus there are the effects from fumes and chemicals that are 
endemic in built-up areas and emissions from vehicles, along with gen-
eral grease, grime, scuffs, scratches and, even, greasy fingerprints.

Expertise in machine development and manufacture, along with the 
necessary inks, goes a long way in providing the right overall solu-
tion for many print companies. Increasingly, as end-users get more 
demanding, businesses are benefiting from special coatings that are 
designed as a superior post-print option to give essential protection. 

These include products for rigid substrates, flexible materials 
and specialist media such as that used for thermoforming; all 
these can benefit from the added value provided by a simple 
yet effective extra layer.  
A well thought-through and formulated product preserves 
and guards the job without compromising its colour depth and 

saturation. For EFI it was a logical progression to introduce a 
range of coating products called EFI Armor, designed to 

protect jobs printed using its technology and inks.  
Understanding the vital relationship between a 

coating and the surface of the ink on the media 
has played a significant role when ensuring full 
compatibility, so that full confidence is assured 
in a tough and resistant finish. However, the 
choice of today’s substrates does not make it 
simple to accommodate most surfaces with a 
single product and different installations have 
variable requirements. Coupled with this are 
the idiosyncratic formulations used in inkjet 
chemistries and, for a protective covering to 

EFI ARMOR COATINGS  
CUT COMPROMISE 
Add life to finished graphics
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Avery Dennison MPI 2600 Wall Film Series is a 
tough, scuff-resistant, flexible vinyl designed 
specifically for wall graphic applications. The 
Wall Film includes three new textures—a unique 
canvas, crushed stone or stucco look.

Because Avery Dennison film over-laminates are 
not designed to be used with the textured films, 
the company selected EFI Armor UVF clear coat 
formula because it offers an ideal alternative. 
The EFI Armor series, which includes Armor 
UVR, UVF, WB and UVT, is available with gloss 
and matte finish options.

The chemical resistance of the EFI Armor UVF 
clear coat enables textured wall graphics to be 
cleaned on contact, allowing for de-germing 
films used in public spaces, such as hotel lobbies 
or hospital waiting rooms. 

The clear coating will provide a protective layer 
to safeguard printed graphics from any indoor 
elements, including scratching, weathering and 
chemicals. In addition to their highly protective 
qualities, when the EFI Armor UVF clear coat 
is applied to textured MPI 2600 printed films, 
durability is extended for up to a year longer 
than without a protective layer. 

To learn more about the EFI Armor  
clear coats, please visit:  
http://resources.efi.com/inkjet/armor.

Avery Dennison 
Graphics Solutions 
Endorses EFI Armor

Selects UVF clear coat 
formula to protect its 
textured Wall Films

be fully effective, the coatings involved must not compromise 
the surface in any way. Performance characteristics must 
ensure that colour fidelity and the quality of the printed job are 
both maintained despite the application of an additional layer. 
Traditionally, varnishes and coatings are often notable for their 
yellowing and cracking, and their deterioration can shorten the 
very job they were intended to protect.

EFI has always been in the position of understanding every part 
of an application in terms of its processing and end intention. 

With ink formulations, print technologies and curing capabilities that are designed to gen-
erate a long life, the company appreciated that users also required additional protection 
for many jobs. This is particularly relevant in harsh environments where higher tolerance to 
external forces and influences is essential, ensuring that the fit-for-purpose properties can 
be guaranteed in a finished print.  

Aware of the demands surrounding today’s applications, EFI developed its Armor series of 
coatings that is designed to provide protection across a broad range of media types, includ-
ing rigid substrates, flexible films and even specialist materials used for thermoforming. 
Currently there are four products in the EFI Armor series, each designed to protect printed 
graphics from the wear and tear likely to be encountered post installation. Rigid materials 
benefit hugely from EFI Armor UVR which guards against colour fading as well as preventing 
abrasion, thanks to its resistance to solvents and chemicals. Offering similar benefits,  
EFI Armor UVF provides the same clear coating with no yellowing, plus UV inhibitors to 
prevent fading, but is designed for roll-fed media, while EFI Armor WB is water-based and 
carries the elongation requirements essential for flexible faced applications, including truck 
curtains, building wraps and wall coverings. Finally, EFI Armor UVT offers protection for 
thermoformed applications, require stringent levels of durability in outdoor environments.

In summary, the use of fast drying, non-yellowing clear coatings takes the protection of 
the graphics into more advanced areas than can be provided by conventional liquid and 
standard laminates. Today’s graphic applications are expected to perform in the harshest 
of environments and the family of EFI Armor coatings provides the reassurance needed by 
businesses that need to generate guaranteed long-lasting results from their wide-format 
printers without compromise. 

Sophie Matthews-Paul
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EFI developed an innovative educational initia-
tive designed to increase awareness for those 
wanting to benefit from advanced workflow 
automation. Presented as a series of free 
webinars with associated e-books, topics cover 
workflow solutions leading to greater levels of 
automation. The webinar series features indus-
try experts and EFI customers emphasising the 
productivity and profitability benefits they have 
seen possible through the adoption of certified, 
integrated workflows.

This initiative provides print professionals a 
platform for an informative, deep dive into 
today’s key trends, including automation, 
cross-media marketing and e-commerce, 
demonstrating how to integrate the value of 
these trends into their businesses.

“This educational series provides a valuable and 
unique opportunity for users seeking expert yet 
easy-to-understand advice and guidance not 
just from EFI but from their peers. This is crucial 
when relating to the new trends that are proving 
to be industry drivers in today’s commercial and 
digital print houses,” said Paul Cripps, regional 

EFI Partners with Customers 
and Industry Experts
Delivers educational programme on business automation

vice president of sales for EFI. “Print profession-
als looking for real solutions will gain a greater 
understanding of how state-of-the-art workflow 
structures can be key to successful, scalable 
and reliable business growth.”

Webinar presenters include experienced print 
and marketing professionals who are driving 
positive marketing and printing results with 
automated, integrated workflows, including Alex 
Granat, commercial director at Transeo Media, 
Essex, UK; Paris-based graphic industry con-
sultant Yves d’Aviau de Ternay; Axel Marciniak, 
crossmedia project manager at Berlin-based 
Office Data Service GmbH; Thorsten Senkel, 
managing director from Das Druckhaus, Kor-
schenbroich, Germany; and Sébastien Blanchet, 
technical director at Crossmedia Lab, Paris.

The full calendar containing dates and times for 
each webinar is available online at http://tinyurl.
com/z2rwzwc. Webinar attendees can also 
receive the new, complementary e-books – in 
English, German and French – covering detailed 
information about each element of projects 
covered in the webinars.

EFI Automation e-book EFI Cross Media e-book

EFI eCommerce e-book
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TWO NEW VUTEKS SEE ESP 
TECHNOLOGIES GROUP 
COVER ALL BASES
Kent-based brand specialist makes simultaneous 
investments in latest 5m and 3.2 LED printers

Two significant investments into the latest su-
perwide- and wide-format print technology from 
EFI™ have resulted in Kent-based esp technolo-
gies group adopting LED cool curing in its new 
additions, giving it greater versatility across 
different materials plus considerable savings 
in energy and running costs. The purchase of 
a VUTEk® GS5500lxr and a VUTEk® GS3250lx 
now means that the company can take advan-
tage of the best flat-bed and roll-fed printers 
covering the hybrid 3.2m and roll-to-roll 5m sec-
tors, with both sharing a common high-speed 
EFI Fiery® DFE (digital front end) and workflow 
protocol for fast and accurate throughput.

Esp technologies group specialises in providing 
a vast range of printed materials for leading 
brands in retail, the event, exhibition and muse-
um sectors. The company has also been produc-
ing general display work for interior and exteri-
or locations since 1993 when it concentrated on 
high-end screen-printing. It moved into super-
wide-format digital print seven years later with 
the purchase of one of the first VUTEk 5300 
5m roll-fed platforms. Subsequent investments 
included a VUTEk QS3200, which broadened the 

company’s capabilities into digital print with its 
ability to generate very high-quality work onto 
rigid and flexible substrates.

With growing demand for 5m applications as 
well as the need for high quality multiple roll-fed 
jobs, esp technologies group realised that its 
most efficient way forward was to invest in a 
new superwide-format printer. Because of its 
long-term relationship with EFI the company 
chose the VUTEk GS5500lxr as the natural  
successor to its earlier machines, and it made 
the decision to purchase a VUTEk GS3250lx  
at the same time. 

This joint investment now enables the company 
to offer a full range of flexible and rigid appli-
cations, meeting the high—end results expected 
from its clients, with precision colour matching 
across all materials. Furthermore both new ma-
chines benefit from EFI’s LED cool curing tech-
nology and this meets with esp’s environmental 
ethic and desire to produce greener output.

“Many of the application types we produced 
back in the year 2000 are still required now,” 

comments Stephen Hood, managing director of 
esp technologies group. “Coming from a large 
format screen-printing environment, the con-
venience of using an inkjet engine quickly mani-
fested itself for short run and one-off orders. As 
a result, 5m wide output has been an important 
part of our portfolio throughout the years.

“Although the ability to print 5m wide applica-
tions is an essential requirement for ESP, we 
also benefit hugely from the ability to work 
with multiple reels of media so that up to three 
separate jobs can be produced simultaneously,” 
Hood continues. “The high-speed capabilities of 
the EFI VUTEk GS5500lxr are complemented by 
the combination of flat-bed and roll-fed versatili-
ty from the EFI VUTEk GS3250lx, including the 
production of continuous boards. Because both 
machines benefit from EFI’s high-speed digital 
front end, Fiery proServer, we can now print 
different elements of the same job knowing that 
colour consistency is guaranteed, too.”

With brand integrity being the key philoso-
phy behind esp technologies group’s range 
of services, the company has gained a high 
reputation both within the UK and internation-
ally for the quality of work it produces. Since 
its formation it has specialised in building and 
maintaining strong relationships with its clients, 
working with them to develop and generate 
new campaigns that incorporate precision down 
to the finest detail. Its choice of printers is 
dependent on matching the demanding criteria 
and stan dards it applies from concept through 
to finished job, and its latest EFI VUTEk printers 
both meet the quality and throughput levels.

“As a very early proponent of our VUTEk print-
ers, esp technologies group provides a classic 
example of why businesses continue to invest 
with EFI” states Paul Fitch, Sales Development 
Manager UK South at EFI. “The addition of the 
new 5m GS5500lxr and 3.2m GS3250lx gives 
the company the best of all worlds with quality, 
durability and application flexibility comple-
mented by consistency and reliability.”
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TIPS
&

TRICKS

CREATING TOUCHABLE 
TEXTURES WITH  
EFI PRINTERS

Want to impress your clients? 
Show them a sample of a tex-
tured print. Let them touch and 
feel the bumps and crevices. 
It’s possible with EFITM printers, 
and you can create it on any flat 
substrate—no special media is 
needed.

How to create texture 
It all starts with the design. You’ll want to work with a skilled 
and creative graphic designer who understands the whole 
process. 

Photoshop magic
Using Photoshop alpha channels, you can create all the magic 
you need to create dazzling texture. The goal is to create as 
much ink coverage—in layers—as possible. 

Make three images – a bottom image, a middle image and  
a top image. The  multilayer option overprints these three 
images in only one pass. This gives you up to 12 layers of  
ink on the VUTEk LX3 Pro, HS100 Pro and HS125 Pro, and  
24 layers (doublestrike) on the VUTEk and the Matan  
5-metre printers.

If you really want to go deeper, you can make six images and 
print them in two passes. The printer’s precision registration 
makes the two passes in perfect alignment.

Create the top layer first, which is the easiest. This is just a 
regular file with CMYK information. You can choose a wide 
variety of textures—wood, snakeskin, leather, leather with extra 
thick stitches, etc.

Next, create the hardest image, the bottom layer. The bottom 
layer is basically the biggest help in creating the structure. 
Select the top layer file. In threshold, make the contrast as high 
as possible. Then select the channels. Look for the channel 
with the highest contrast again. Copy all this information and 
paste it in all channels (CMYK). Also make a white spot channel 
and paste in the same information. 
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Last but not least, make the middle layer. Again  
starting from the previous file, the bottom layer.  
In the channels, clear all the CMYK channels and 
keep only the white spot layer. On this layer add  
an all-over 75% white.

Printing the texture
Now the big moment: printing. RIP the bottom layer 
as a white with colour mix, the middle layer as white 
only and the top layer as CMYK. The result: a  
textured print on any substrate.
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Cestrian was the first printing company in the UK to install a fully loaded 
EFI™ Reggiani PRO 340 digital textile printer. The new 340 cm-wide device 
will meet increasing demand for high-quality fabric-printed displays, brand-
ed apparel and more.

The printer will enable Cestrian Imaging to grow its business even faster as 
it capitalises on growing opportunities, such as the trend for printing larger 
designs onto large-format rolls of textile. The Cheadle, UK-based compa-
ny’s customers love the flexibility of fabrics, the unparalleled vibrancy of 
the colours and the ecological benefits that come from being able to reuse 
rain-proof branded fabrics.

“With the EFI Reggiani PRO 340, we can offer even more customised work, 
spectacularly coloured and complex print designs,” said Paul Gibson, Ces-
trian’s production director. “This printer will allow us to deliver just-in-time 
designs for freestanding fabric walls, light boxes and other fabric displays.”

“We are also excited about the EFI Reggiani PRO’s fluorescent ink capabil-
ities. These inks produce bright colours beyond the range reproducible by 
process colour printing, while the availability of 16 ink channels guarantees 
smooth gradations,” said Gibson.

“We also look forward to our customers also saving on shipping,” added 
Gibson, citing the fact that fabric-printed signage pieces are lightweight and 
fold up easily, reducing the energy and costs needed for freight. 

See the EFI Reggiani printer unfold at
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DUmPjdUaPdk

CESTRIAN SPURS GROWTH 
WITH EFI REGGIANI TEXTILE 
PRINTER
Offers customised work with “spectacularly 
coloured and complex print designs”

If you received this copy at a show and you like 
EFI™ Select magazine, we recommend getting 
a subscription to Select. Just follow this link: 
resources.efi.com/inkjet/select and fill in the 
short form. 

If you subscribe right now you won’t have to worry 
about missing the next online issue. You’ll get an 
email with a link to the Select FlipSnack pages 
where you can read other issues and even down-
load the magazine if you wish.

You’ll find issue here: http://www.flipsnack.com/
EFIPrintTech/efi-select-issue-18-english.html 

Let us know what you think. Write to  
adriana.puccio@efi.com.

VISCOM PARIS
6th – 8th September
Paris, France
http://www.viscom-paris.com

LABELEXPO AMERICAS
13th – 15th September
Rosemont, (IL), USA
http://www.labelexpo-americas.com

FESPA AFRICA
7th – 9th September
Johannesburg, South Africa
http://www.fespaafrica.com

SGIA 
14th- 16th September
Las Vegas, USA
https://www.sgia.org/

SIGN ISTANBUL
29th September – 2nd October
Istanbul, Turkey
http://www.signistanbul.com

THE PRINT SHOW
11th – 13th October
NEC, Birmingham, UK
http://www.theprintshow.co.uk

UPCOMING 
EVENTS

EVENTS

EFI WEBINARS:
Best practices for troubleshooting print quality problems
14th September
Register for upcoming sessions or watch recordings here: 
efi.com/wofwebinars
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The new Fiery® proServer for Cretaprint 2.0 
helps boost productivity, improves colour 
precision and provides important economic 
benefits for ceramic tile manufacturers. A 

new and unique Smart Ink Saving feature 
incorporates users’ actual ink costs to 
calculate the most affordable ink combi-
nation possible for each pixel of a design. 

And, a new CMYK+spot colour mode on the 
proServer simplifies editing tasks without 
limiting the product’s full technical capabili-
ties. Users also gain higher-quality imaging 
matched to specific decoration requirements 
- a benefit of the Fiery product’s advanced 
colour management support for both stand-
ard and special-effect ink sets. 

The new Fiery proServer has additional col-
our engine enhancements for even better 
colour control and precision. The product’s 
Smart Ink Saving feature, combined with 
the proven Fiery ColorWise®colour man-
agement technology also included with  
the proServer, can help users reduce ink 
costs by up to 15% compared with ICC 
production methods.

Users also gain faster processing and  
profiling speeds with the new proServer, 
and it now offers full Turkish language 
support, and support for simplified  
Chinese characters.

Smart ink saving reduces cost  
for ceramic tile decoration
Created with traditional  
ICC technology. Colours are  
dull with visible loss of detail

Created with Fiery  
ProServer. Colours are 
vibrant and rich in detail

EFI has recently acquired Optitex, an 
emerging, fast-growing global leader 
in integrated 3D design software that 
enables the textile industry’s digital 
transformation and accelerates the 
adoption of fast fashion.

Optitex’s 3D technology and best 
practices enable the textile industry’s 
leading retailers, brands and manu-
facturers to transform how they do 
business, gaining benefits of signifi-
cantly improved time to market, cost 
and efficiency gains, as well as enabling 
new capabilities for their design, sales 
and marketing activities.
 
Well known for its superior customer 
service and consulting capability, Opti-
tex develops strong partnerships with 

its customers, serving as their trusted 
advisor for their digital transformation.

Optitex’s 3D digital apparel simulation, 
combined with its 2D pattern making 
software, provides a robust solution 
that accelerates the fashion industry’s 
high-volume product development. 
Additionally, these technologies deliver 
scalable and transformational benefits 
throughout the organisation, digitally 
optimising the global supply chain, mer-
chandising and wholesaling. Leading 
retailers, brands, and manufacturers 
can now:
• Iterate designs in minutes, instead of 

waiting weeks for a new prototype
• See and validate entire collections  

3 weeks after design, instead of  
4 to 6 months

• Reduce sampling by more than 50%, 
reducing product development costs

• Significantly shrink overall cycle 
times, and consequently, time to 
market

• Present and market collections’ sales 
samples 4 months earlier

• Replace photography with on-de-
mand photorealistic digital images 
for eCommerce, catalogues, and 
packaging at a fraction of the time 
and cost.

 
Optitex technology, combined with  
EFI Reggiani digital printers will expand 
EFI’s textile ecosystem and help cus-
tomers set new standards for time-to-
market, on-demand manufacturing, 
cost efficiency and automation in the 
textile industry.

EFI acquires Optitex
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Download our whitepaper “Soft signs and beyond”, in which 
Sophie Matthews-Paul discusses the importance of dye subli-
mation in today’s digital print environments.

The growth in popularity of digital textile printing is on an up-
surge as more display producers and print services providers 
acknowledge the benefits of soft signage and other wide-for-
mat applications where fabrics provide a valuable alternative 
to traditional roll-fed materials. This white paper discusses the 
dye sublimation process and the options that are available in 
today’s market, covering the abilities of the technologies in 
terms of production equipment and final expectations. It also 
looks at how lightweight, durable and high quality output can 
be generated using aqueous-based ink formulations with en-
vironmentally friendly, lightweight results that carry excellent 
saturation and colour depth.

Although digital textile printing has been relatively slow to ma-
ture across the display sectors, new and advanced technolo-
gies such as those now available from EFI Reggiani and VUTEk 
are driving the market forward with reliable, cost-effective 
printers that demonstrate the potential of the dye sublimation 
process. This document looks at all aspects involved in pro-
duction and the techniques required. It also discusses the seg-
ments that will benefit from working with fabrics and how the 
addition of wide-format dye sublimation will favour businesses 
wanting to add new revenue streams to their portfolios.

Download our whitepaper now: 
resources.efi.com/inkjet/softsignage/whitepaper

Soft signs  
and beyond

EFI Digital StoreFront 
(DSF) gives printers 
the ability to sell 
products  
online using custom 
websites that can 
accommodate every 
type of customer and 
any application. That 
includes soft-signage, 
home goods, branded 
apparel and more. 
With DSF you can win 
new business, acquire 
new customers and 
grow your existing 
business.
With a range of out-
of-the-box fabric and 
textile web stores, 

prebuilt and ready to customise, DSF’s SmartStore Builder provides a 
simple and intuitive design environment. Powerful tools make it simple to 
publish and build rich web stores that will work on any device, including 
mobile iOS® and Android® tablets and phones.  
DSF gives buyers the flexibility to place custom orders quickly and easily, 
ensuring they get to the press with minimal manual handling. It allows 
them to order materials 24/7 giving them the flexibility and freedom to 
configure and order products when they need them.

As part of EFI’s productivity software suite, EFI Digital StoreFront can 
deliver jobs directly to the Fiery proServer that comes with every  
FabriVU printer, reducing costs, overhead and errors. 

DSF and the  
VUTEk FabriVU
Use e-commerce to bring  
your soft signage and textile  
capabilities to market

EFI Digital StoreFront works 
across all platforms

The SmartStore features contempo-
rary web design themes that use the 
latest responsive technologies

Personalised 
banners
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Based in Cassina Rizzardi, Como, SCR SpA 
are a family-run company with turnover of 
30 million euro and experience that spans 
nearly 70 years. The 180-employee compa-
ny are a third-party textile printing works, 
specialising in textile printing for women’s 
clothing and fabrics for high-end furniture. 
The company produce seven million metres 
of print per year, serving textile converters,  
intermediaries for major fashion brands.

POLICY OF INVESTMENT
SCR have always pursued a policy of 
investment and today have at their disposal 
30 digital printing machines, a rotary 
and a traditional machine. This policy has 
allowed them to be in a leading position. 
Over the past two years they have invested 
5.5 million euro in the latest generation of 
printing technologies, including three EFI™ 
Reggiani ReNOIR machines and a single 
pass machine with fixed print head. 

They are one of the first textile printers in 
Italy to have invested in the EFI Reggiani 
ReNOIR TOP machine, with 32 print heads. 
With this deployment of digital inkjet 
machines, are able to meet the demands 

of the medium to high end segment of the 
textile market, enabling them to acquire 
new customers.

HIGH STANDARDS
The EFI Reggiani satisfy the high standards 
of SCR. “The new ReNOIR machines are 
among the most modern of all our ma-
chines, and work at full capacity for three 
shifts per day,” says Lino Curti, CEO. “We 
are impressed by their great stability and 
consistency of results. They are capable of 
adapting to all substrates that we deal with, 
such as silk, cotton, viscose and polyester, 
guaranteeing high standards of productivi-
ty, quality and reliability.”

Our Renoir TOP machine prints in 8 colours 
with 32 heads on a format of 180 cm with  
a speed of 400 linear metres per hour at  
2 pass (over 700 linear metres per hour at 1 
pass, 200 linear metres per hour at 4 pass), 
while the Renoir PRO machine prints with 16 
heads on a format of 180 cm at a speed of 
200 linear metres per hour at 2 pass (over 
380 linear metres per hour at 1 pass, 100 
linear metres per hour at 4 pass). Both the 
Renoir PRO and Renoir TOP are available 

in 2.4 and 3.4 m wide, capable of reaching 
800 and 1600 sqm/h at photographic reso-
lution. The innovative ‘Ink recovery system’ 
allows to save more than 95% of the ink, 
which is normally lost during maintenance, 
thus saving more than 30.000 euro per 
year! Our machines use water based ink in 
various types: reactives, acids, pigments, 
sublimation and direct disperse, allowing 
for a fully eco-compatible printing process.

“We are among the few printers that have 
attached an importance to post-printing 
service and who focus on certified quality, 
respecting the more stringent demands of 
fashion brands through a process that is 
eco-friendly and free of toxic substances”, 
says Curti.

“The Reggiani machines gave us a huge 
push toward digital,” he adds. “The new 
EFI Reggiani ReNOIR machines continue to 
please us greatly, offering better flexibility, 
thanks to an increased production rate in 
comparison to other machines for inkjet 
printing. These printing machines help us 
to maintain the high level of standards that 
our customers expect.”

Italian textile printer 
wins new customers
Gives EFI Reggiani printing systems the credit

Lino Curti, 
CEO of SCR

The EFI Reggiani 
ReNOIR TOP 180 
printer in SCR’s 
production hall
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Werkhaus Design + Production offers a 
wide variety of home and office furniture 
for indoor and outdoor use. They also offer 
accessories such as planters, pen holders, 
storage boxes and rack systems. Their suc-
cess is the result of a unique, copyrighted 
connection system for product assembly. 
This versatile company also produces retail 
and exhibition displays. The 170-person 
Werkhaus manufactures and now prints 
everything in house. 

A few years after founding the company 
Holger Danneberg recognised the need 
for decorative and fun images on furniture 
panels and accessories—from table tops to 

piggy banks. Today you can order a stool 
with the choice of 180 different images. You 
can even order a customised version with 
your family photos or company logo.

PRINTING TECHNOLOGY
Werkhaus employs four Canon image-
PRESS C6010 colour toner presses, which 
are controlled with EFI™ Fiery® servers  
and achieve a quality that is comparable  
to offset. 

The company produces 1.2 million A3+ 
prints annually that are laser cut and then 
laminated. With large format printing in-
house Werkhaus realised it could produce 

Innovative furniture 
manufacturer brings 
printing in-house
Saves time, money and helps the environment

Eva and Holger  
Danneberg, 
founders

The imaginative display 
products required large 
format inkjet printing
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all A3+ products faster, more 
flexibly and more cost-effec-
tively. “I am a creative person 
and hobbyist who wants to do 
everything myself,” explains 
Danneberg. “With a large-inkjet 
printing machine I could come 
up with a new product idea 
in half an hour and then print 
directly.”

Danneberg chose the  
EFI VUTEk GS3250lx Pro driven 
by the EFI Fiery XF. A year after 
the printer was installed he 
confirmed that all his desires 
were fulfilled.

HELPING THE ENVIRONMENT
Werkhaus Design + Production cares great-
ly about the environment. The roofs of its 
five industrial buildings are all covered with 
solar panels. They provide 20 percent of 
the electrical energy for the company. Hol-
ger Danneberg also replaced about 1,000 
fluorescent tubes throughout the operation 
with LED versions. 

The VUTEk® GS3250lx was the perfect 
addition to Werkhaus’ drive to minimise 
environmental impact. Its LED UV-ink 
curing consumes significantly less energy 
than other light sources and it requires less 
ink. And, UV inks have no VOCs. Plus, the 
LED brings virtually no heat to the printing 
surface, which is why Werkhaus can also 
print thin films easily.

FAST PRINT SPEED AND QUALITY
The VUTEk GS3250lx normally operates at 
Werkhaus in 600 dpi resolution and  
24 pL droplets in normal operation and 
thus prints more than 100 square metres 
per hour. “If we want to achieve more 
vibrant colours, we print white among the 
colours, which is still far faster than the 50 
square metres that other machines tested 
at,” explains Danneberg. “If you want to 
achieve the highest image and font reso-
lution you can print at 1000 dpi and 12pL 
droplets.”

The GS3250lx prints with eight colours, 
which Werkhaus fills with two times  
CMYK —to take advantage of Fast-4®  
printing— and two white channels, which 
are used as an under layer to enhance 
image colours and to print white  
flourishes or text. 

Werkhaus uses fiberboard in 205 x 285 cm 
format and takes advantage of the 3.2m 
width of the VUTEk printer by printing in 
landscape mode. They can also print five or 
more smaller plates next to each other. 

SAVES MONEY AND TIME 
Bringing all printing in house has helped 
the company in a variety of ways. “I had 
not expected that I’d no longer need to 
outsource anything,” says Danneberg. “We 
replaced screen printing with inkjet, and 
instead of printing on paper with offset to 
apply that onto wood, we now print directly 
on wood. We now save on the procure-
ment, communications with vendors and 
transportation of printed materials to the 
production plant, and we finish our jobs 
faster. The time and money we save allows 
us to devote more time to creating innova-
tive new products.”

LED curing and recovery 
of waste heat from the 
machine shows the will 
to save energy
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Whether you’re running a small commercial business, a franchise, or a 

multinational enterprise, there’s an EFI™ Productivity Suite to help boost your 

efficiency. Our certified end-to-end workflows help you run your business  

at the optimal level of performance and fuel your success. Visit efi.com/PWF
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